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“We treat BOOST as one cohort 
– we learn from it and we use 
some of the tools that we have 
from systems thinking, both in 
terms of selecting who’s going 
to be part of the program and 
making sense of what’s going 
on within. We want to provide 
actionable intelligence and 
learnings to our partners from 
an entire cohort rather than 
individual challenges or 
single-point solutions.

                       Lejla Sadiku
     Innovation Specialist, UNDP
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IMPACT SNAPSHOT

X CHALLENGES 

Civil Society Technology Challenge 
Polish Challenge Fund
Innovation Challenge Fund

X AGENTS OF CHANGE

Civil society organizations
Start-ups and SMEs
Academic institutions

X DEV. PARTNERS
 
Slovak Ministry of Finance
Koç Holding 
Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs3

of the graduates 
accelerated 
innovations targeting 
the Sustainable 
Development Goals:

78%
37 SELECTED PARTICIPANTS AND 29 GRADUATES

• ARMENIA
• BELARUS
• BOSNIA AND 

HERZEGOVINA
• ESTONIA
• MONTENEGRO

• POLAND
• SERBIA
• TURKEY
• TURKMENISTAN
• UKRAINE

3
3
3

10 COUNTRIES 
from Europe and Central Asia

X  ISSUES

digitalization
wellbeing
low-touch economies

15+ PRIZES 
AWARDED

100+ APPLICATIONS RECEIVED 
FROM OVER 14 COUNTRIES

$ 325,000 
PRIZE FUNDING

30 +
TRAINERS & 
MENTORS

32
SESSIONS

100 +
TRAINING

HOURS
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BOOST?
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WHAT’S BOOST?

Giving recovery a boost
In July 2020, as part of its socioeconomic response to COVID-19, UNDP Europe 
and Central Asia launched  BOOST, a regional acceleration program for social 
impact innovation. It connects private sector actors, civil society organizations, 
and academic institutions with resources, trainings, and funding opportunities 
to scale innovations to development challenges. BOOST was part of a broader 
effort by UNDP in bringing together development partners committed to 
addressing the long-term effects of the pandemic by supporting innovators 
and changemakers in the region.

“The COVID-19 pandemic is an unprecedented challenge. 
While we do not yet know its full impact, it is set to change the 
future of work, economy, governance and health and severely 
affects all areas of development. Our new program is designed 
to boost and scale effective local solutions to address this 
challenge.” 

Gerd Trogemann 
Manager of the Istanbul Regional Hub of 

UNDP’s Regional Bureau for Europe and Central Asia.

accelerates the 2030 Agenda

http://www.boostimpact.org/
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How BOOST works?
WHAT’S BOOST?

BENEFITS FOR PARTICIPANTS

+   NETWORK AND COMMUNITY
+   CAPABILITIES STRENGTHENING
+   FINANCING OPPORTUNITIES
+   BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

BOOST engages a wide range of public and 
private, local and international, partners to 
co-design and jointly launch open calls for 
innovations that tackle specific development 
challenges. For our debut BOOST edition, 
we worked with the Ministry of Finance of 
the Slovak Republic, Koç Holding, and the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of 
Poland to launch three open calls to boost the 
socioeconomic recovery from COVID-19 
(see Thematic areas).

From each call for innovations, we select a 
group of innovators to take part in the BOOST 
acceleration program (see Program) that 
incubates and accelerates innovations. 
We collaborate with our partners on crafting 
the trainings and mentorship, and tailoring it 
to the needs of the participants. During the 
program, the selected participants follow a 
series of modules that help them develop 
and scale their innovations.

At the end of the program, participants have a 
chance to showcase their innovations during 
our BOOST Demo Day. Together with our 
partners, we select and award monetary grants 
to the most promising innovations, to ensure 
further scaling and sustainability.

BENEFITS FOR INVESTORS

+  INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM     
    DEVELOPMENT
+  SEIZING OPPORTUNITY 
    IN TIME OF CRISIS
+  DEVELOPMENT FINANCING
+  SOCIAL IMPACT

BENEFITS FOR UNDP

+   SCALABLE PLATFORM
+   MODULAR ACCELERATION   
     PROGRAM
+   SYSTEMIC LENS
+   LEARNING MECHANISM

clickable 
page
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FUNDAMENTALS

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
We are on a mission to end poverty, 
protect the planet, and ensure that 
by 2030 all people enjoy peace
and prosperity.

PARTNERSHIP GROWTH
No one organization, sector, or industry can 
solve the development challenges we face 
today alone. We need to partner, collaborate 
and harness the power of collective intelligence.

INNOVATION FOR 
TRANSFORMATION
There is an untapped potential in 
changemakers and innovators across our 
region; we must boost those with big ideas 
and strengthen their ecosystem.

INCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY
Technology – including digitalization – should 
address economic, cultural, and social barriers 
to create opportunities for all.

WHAT’S BOOST?

SYSTEMIC LENS
Today’s development challenges are dynamic, 
interconnected puzzles of multidimensional risk 
- with an action in one area affecting another. 
We recognize that we must continuously listen, 
understand and adapt to apply a systemic lens, and 
seek solutions that enable structural transformation.
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DIGITALIZATION

To respond to the emerging 
needs and growing 

inequalities, we sought 
inclusive, digital innovations 
–  from revitalizing business 

models, including new 
and improved ways of 
delivering services, to 

reimagining banking for the 
unbanked, and new forms 

of citizen engagement.

LOW-TOUCH 
ECONOMIES

To boost economic 
recovery, we sought 

innovations that introduce 
new ways of production 
and consumption, and 

support contactless 
economies, remote delivery 
services, and remote work 

opportunities.

WELLBEING

To support the wellbeing 
of individuals and 

communities, we sought 
innovations that promote 
individual connection and 
psychosocial wellbeing, 
and other holistic ways 

of improving overall 
wellbeing.

In the context of the COVID-19 response, 
BOOST’s first series of open calls focused 
on innovations in three key thematic areas– 
digitalization, low-touch economies and 
wellbeing –to accelerate recovery and 
reimagine a more sustainable future after 
COVID-19.

Following the completion of the first BOOST 
round, we took stock of insights and learnings, 
and looked at how the innovations interact 
to bring about structural transformation and 
resilience across key development areas, 
affected by the pandemic. This intelligence 
forms the basis in developing our next round 
of open calls.

Furthermore, empowered by UNDP’s Strategic 
Plan 2022-2025, which aims to support 
governments and communities to rebound 
from COVID-19 and build forward better, 
we plan to scale BOOST, looking at 
innovations to drive the Strategic Plan’s 
six Signature Solutions.

Poverty and inequality: Tackling inequality 
of opportunities by investing in the enhanced 
capabilities people need to move above the 
poverty line and keep moving forwards.

Governance: Helping to address emerging 
complexities by “future-proofing” governance 
systems through anticipatory approaches and 
better management of risk.

Resilience: Building resilience to diverse 
shocks and crises, including conflict, climate 
change, disasters and epidemics.

Environment: Putting nature and the 
environment at the heart of economies 
and planning; supporting the protection 
& management of natural assets.

Energy: Increasing energy access for those 
furthest behind and accelerating the transition 
to renewable energy.

Gender equality: Confronting the structural 
obstacles to gender equality and strengthening 
women’s economic empowerment & leadership.

WHAT’S BOOST?

Thematic areas

http://strategicplan.undp.org
http://strategicplan.undp.org
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Selection process
WHAT’S BOOST?

SELECTION CRITERIA

BOOST applied a comprehensive set 
of selection criteria, applicable to all 
three calls for innovations, ensuring a 
competitive and transparent approach 
by thoroughly assessing each of the 
received applications. In the selection 
of applicants, BOOST’s goal was to 
enable the development of a portfolio 
of interconnected and interdependent 
innovations that would bring about 
systems transformation, responding 
to the development challenges 
exacerbated by COVID-19.

BOOST’s first round of calls were open for applications from the private sector, 
including social enterprises, startups and SMEs, the civil society sector, including 
youth groups, and finally, academia and research institutions.

 

Polish Challenge 
Fund 

accepted applications from start-ups, 
SMEs and academic institutions, 

registered in Poland, for innovations 
to be implemented in Ukraine and 

the Republic of Belarus.

Innovation Challenge 
Fund 

accepted applications from start-ups 
and SMEs, civil society organizations, 

and academic institutions from the 
entire region.

Civil Society Technology 
Challenge 

accepted applications from civil 
society organizations operating in 

Turkey. 

1. Scalability : Solutions at a MVP stage, 
       with the potential to scale across the region.

2. Management:  Demonstrated team and 
institutional capacity to implement the   
solution in 3–6 months.

3. Potential for impact : Viable impact vision  
and impact model alongside the business 
model.

4. Innovation :  Solutions that use cutting-edge 
technologies, social and digital innovation 
tools and that transform current business 
models with digitalization.

5. Effectiveness: Solutions that demonstrate 
how they will tackle one of the issues areas 
impacted by COVID-19.

https://boostimpact.org/challenges/polish-challenge-fund/
https://boostimpact.org/challenges/polish-challenge-fund/
https://boostimpact.org/challenges/innovation-challenge-fund/
https://boostimpact.org/challenges/innovation-challenge-fund/
https://boostimpact.org/challenges/civil-society-technology-challenge/
https://boostimpact.org/challenges/civil-society-technology-challenge/
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ACCELERATION
PROGRAM
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Program
WHAT’S BOOST?

BOOST’s intense 16-week acceleration program of collaboration, co-creation, and 
innovation is conducted fully online and consists of five main tracks, complemented 
by 1-on-1 mentorship sessions.

Sensemaking: 
Sensemaking is a strategic tool that enables the generation of qualitative learnings, 
identifies connections between different innovations, and results in insights at a systemic 
level. In the context of BOOST, sensemaking is applied both to the context of specific 
innovations but also across all of them to gain a broader understanding of what’s emerging 
across the different thematic areas and cohorts, the needs that different initiatives are 
meeting, and what types of resources they are bringing to the identified challenges.

Digital Transformation:
The digital transformation track was implemented jointly with our main knowledge partners 
– KWORKS and Startup Grind – and with our UNDP network of trainers and mentors. 
Digital adoption and transformation is indispensable for both for-profit organizations and 
nonprofits, particularly in the context of COVID-19 – from building contactless services to 
creating entirely new ways of working. The track included lectures such as: 
Digital Transformation Strategies; Social Impact Canvas; and Managing Digital 
Transformation in Organizations.

Tech and Business: 
Startup Grind and KWORKS supported BOOST to leverage expertise in providing 
technology and business training and mentorship, focusing on scaling, utilizing tools for 
systemic problem analysis, and granting access to partnership networks. The track included 
lectures such as: Reinventing Business Models of CSOs; Customer Development: Discovery 
and Validation; and Investing Like an Impact Investor.

Impact:
The Impact Measurement and Management (IMM) track helped participants to understand 
key impact dimensions (environmental, social, economic), including by applying the SDG 
compass methodology. Implemented jointly with Business Call to Action (BCtA), a UNDP 
initiative recognising and advancing inclusive businesses to help achieve the SDGs, and 
UNDP ImpactAIM, the IMM curriculum consisted of five key modules:
 1. Impact and SDGs
 2. Business model and SDG alignment 
 3. Theory of change and impact goal assessment through five dimensions of impact
 4. Indicators and targets
 5. Lean data methodology and data collection. 

https://kworks.ku.edu.tr/en/
https://www.startupgrind.com/
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WHAT’S BOOST?

Crowdfunding Academy:
The Crowdfunding Academy is a training program on how to successfully design and run 
crowdfunding campaigns, featuring 12 modules, including on compelling storytelling and 
setting financial goals, outreach and communication strategies and creating engaging 
visuals. It uses e-learning tools to promote the use of crowdfunding among civil society 
organizations and businesses as a means to diversify their funding streams and create 
community engagement.

One BOOST participant launched a crowdfunding campaign and managed 
to raise close to US$100,000.

BOOST Talks:
In addition to the program tracks and mentoring, UNDP and Startup Grind organized 
a series of four ‘BOOST Talks’, inviting international speakers who covered the topics; 
resilience, adaptability and business model changes during COVID ; creating healthy and 
effective teams; acceleration of digital adoption and tech-driven economy; and defeating 
uncertainty and challenges with innovation and creativity. The BOOST Talks were public 
events and helped to create additional visibility of the program.

https://tadamon.community/campaigns/bring-together-40-000-children-with-science-sets
https://tadamon.community/campaigns/bring-together-40-000-children-with-science-sets
https://tadamon.community/campaigns/bring-together-40-000-children-with-science-sets
https://tadamon.community/campaigns/bring-together-40-000-children-with-science-sets
https://tadamon.community/campaigns/bring-together-40-000-children-with-science-sets
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INNOVATIONS
PORTFOLIO
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38%
WELLBEING

BOOST was launched on the premise that in order to tackle complex development 
challenges exacerbated by the pandemic – from gender inequality and education 
gaps to poverty and the economy – we needed to induce systems transformation 
across these areas. Instead of focusing on single-point solutions, we wanted to 
generate a portfolio of interconnected interventions that could help our collective 
recovery efforts. By bringing together different innovators and partners, BOOST 
enabled learning and understanding of the context, and helped define strategic 
entry points for how to intervene in the system.

First BOOST cohort: Areas of intervention

11 % 
HUMAN 
RIGHTS

24 %
EDUCATION

5 %
CULTURE

13 %
CLIMATE

ENVIORNMENT

22 %
HEALTH

14 %
TECHNOLOGY

11 %
BUSINESS

RETAIL

First BOOST cohort: Thematic area distribution

INNOVATIONS PORTFOLIO

92% 
DIGITALIZATION

16%
LOW TOUCH 
ECONOMY
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Polish Challenge Fund

THEMATIC AREA
Low touch economy, 

digitalization, wellbeing

TARGET GROUP
Academia, private sector 

The Polish Challenge Fund, which engages Polish companies and academia 
to leverage the Polish know-how and innovations in priority countries of 
Polish Aid, launched a second call for innovations to address challenges 
emerging from the global health crisis posed by COVID-19. 
Through this call, BOOST supported development and scaling of innovations 
implemented in Ukraine and the Republic of Belarus that would boost 
digitalization, low touch economies and wellbeing.

STATS

YEAR

2020-2021

GEOGRAPHY
BELARUS & UKRAINE

+ POLAND

17 APPLICANTS 5 SELECTED 
GRANTS FOR 5 

ORGANIZATIONS

US $20,000 
to 

US $40,000

ORGANIZED BY
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ORGANIZATION THEMATIC & INNOVATION AREA

Airly
Climate Change & Environment 
(Digitalization & Wellbeing)

Bin-e
Climate Change & Environment 
(Digitalization & Wellbeing)

CodeAll 
(Expansio)

Education (Digitalization)

Piotr Janczukowicz Insektum-2 Health (Digitalization & Wellbeing)

Women Innovation Network (WIN) Gender Equality (Digitalization)

Polish 
Challenge 
Fund 

INNOVATIONS PORTFOLIO

challenge #1
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Innovation Challenge Fund

THEMATIC AREA
Low touch economy, 

digitalization, wellbeing

TARGET GROUP
Academia, CSOs, 

private sector 
(including social enterprises)

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the economy, the future of work, 
governance, health, and more. Under this call, UNDP and the Ministry of 
Finance of the Slovak Republic sourced and supported scaling of innovations 
that would reimagine such key areas to help the region recover from the 
pandemic and strengthen resilience towards future crises.

YEAR

2020-2021

GEOGRAPHY

EASTERN EUROPE & CENTRAL ASIA

STATS

60 APPLICANTS 15 SELECTED 
GRANTS FOR 

ORGANIZATIONS11 GRADUATES

60X 15 X 11 X
5 X

US $ 15,000

ORGANIZED BY
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challenge #2

Innovation 
Challenge 
Fund

INNOVATIONS PORTFOLIO

ORGANIZATION THEMATIC & INNOVATION AREA

4Future.ai
ICT (Digitalization, Wellbeing 
& Low Touch Economy)

Bioscope Health (Wellbeing)

COMMON Store
Business & Retail (Digitalization, Wellbeing 
& Low Touch Economy)

De Facto Consultancy
Business & Retail (Digitalization, Wellbeing 
& Low Touch Economy)

DokTok
Health (Digitalization, Wellbeing 
& Low Touch Economy)

Flourish  Health (Digitalization & Wellbeing)

H2i Balkans
Climate Change & Environment 
(Digitalization, Wellbeing & Low Touch Economy)

NGO State Watch / Market Research Tool  Business & Retail (Digitalization)

PhaseGrowth  ICT (Digitalization)

Rights and Freedoms of Turkmen Citizens Human Rights (Wellbeing)

Simple MM
EdTech ((Digitalization, Wellbeing 
& Low Touch Economy)

University of Montenegro (Faculty for 
Montenegrin Language and Literature)

Education (Digitalization)

Yesil Science Health (Wellbeing)
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Civil Society Technology 
Challenge

THEMATIC AREA
Digitalization 

TARGET GROUP
Civil society organizations

As lockdowns and restrictions of movement impacted the operations and 
services of many civil society organizations in Turkey, UNDP and Koç Holding 
joined forces to accelerate their digital transformation. The goal of the call 
was to support organizations in their digital journey to boost reach and impact 
of their work in this new reality. Participants gained firsthand experience in 
designing and implementing digital strategies and solutions and applying 
digital capabilities to other areas within their organizations.

STATS

YEAR

2020-2021

GEOGRAPHY

TURKEY

38 APPLICANTS 20 SELECTED 
GRANTS FOR 

ORGANIZATIONS19 GRADUATES

38X 20 X 19 X

ORGANIZED BY

7 X
US$10,000

ORGANIZED BY
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challenge #3

INNOVATIONS PORTFOLIO

Civil Society 
Technology 
Challenge

ORGANIZATION THEMATIC & INNOVATION AREA

Association for Solidarity with Asylum Seekers 
and Migrants 

Health (Digitalization & Wellbeing)

Business Council for Sustainable Development  Business & Retail (Digitalization)

Cerebral Palsy Turkey (TSCV) Education (Digitalization)

Development Workshop  Education (Digitalization)

Education Reform Initiative  Education (Digitalization)

Educational Volunteers Foundation of Turkey  Education (Digitalization)

Hrant Dink Foundation Culture (Digitalization)

Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts Culture (Digitalization)

Kaos Gay and Lesbian Cultural Research
and Solidarity Association

Organizational Digital Transformation (Digitalization)

Maya Foundation  Health (Digitalization & Wellbeing)

Mother Child Education Foundation  Gender Equality (Digitalization)

Science Heroes Organizational Digital Transformation (Digitalization)

Support to Life Association  Emergency Response & Livelihood (Digitalization)

Turkish Foundation for Children in Need of Protection  Social services (Digitalization)

Turkish Health and Family Planning Foundation (TAPV) Gender equality (Digitalization)

Turkish Marine Environment Protection Association  Climate Change & Environment (Digitalization)

WWF TURKEY Environment & Digital Transformation (Digitalization)

YGA (Young Guru Academy) Education (Digitalization)

Yuva Association (Yuva Derneği) Education (Digitalization)
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IMPACT
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What we’ve achieved 
IMPACT

With over 100 applicants, the design of the first three BOOST innovation 
calls resonated with the aspirations of start-ups, innovators, civil society 
organizations and academic institutions across the region – to join forces 
in tackling the socioeconomic challenges, caused and exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, and boosting recovery efforts. The health crisis also 
exposed the need for opportunities and avenues for capability generation, 
partnerships building and access to financing. BOOST addressed these 
needs, by focusing on strengthening ecosystems and creating portfolios of 
interconnected and interdependent innovations within the three thematic 
areas: digitalization, low touch economies, and wellbeing.

Over the course of the program, and beyond, a large part of 
participating innovators developed and scaled innovative digital ideas, 
by developing new digital services within a variety of fields, a majority 
with an emphasis on education: through launching digital learning and 
collaborative platforms, creating online STEM classes for children in 
multiple countries, and ideating a platform for generating innovative 
educational practices for environmentally focused solutions.  
 

A third of the cohort worked within the field of health and wellbeing. 
Tackling issues concerning both physical and mental health, BOOST 
participants were supported to accelerate their innovative services – 
from a device that allows patients to carry out non-invasive 
procedures at home, to an app that helps people improve their 
social and emotional intelligence affordably through gamification.

To help individuals and companies adapt to the “new normal” 
of physical distancing and remote work and service delivery, BOOST 
supported innovations in the area of low touch economies, including 
a platform allowing online medical consultations through real-time 
audio or video calls, an online re-commerce, and the construction 
of data collection infrastructure.

For a detailled description of each innovation, 
see BOOST Solutions.

https://boostimpact.org/solutions/
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THE STATS*
SDG alignment

BOOST’s 29 graduates (18 civil society organisations and 11 businesses) support SDG 
acceleration by aligning their impact models to the SDGs. At least 22% of graduates promote 
Quality Education, whereas 14% support Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure.

IMPACT

Beyond the innovators’ contributions to the three thematic areas set out 
in the calls, the program has promoted innovation and systems thinking, 
and created a community and ecosystem of innovators across the region. 
The program nurtured peer-to-peer learning and created awareness and 
alignment with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

14 % 
SDG 3

22 %
SDG 4

5 %
SDG 5

12 %
SDG 8

16 %
SDG 9

6 %
SDG 13

9 %
SDG 17

7%
SDG 10

5%
SDG 12

4%
SDG 16

*The stats only include information on the participants from the Civil Society Technology Challenge and the Innovation Challenge Fund.

https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda
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IMPACT

Knowledge about SDGs before and after the program

Participants’ knowledge about the SDGs before initiating the program varied. After completion, 
a majority of the BOOST graduates assessed their organisations’ visions to be aligned with the 
SDGs to a ‘good’ or ‘great’ extent.

    
  

no extent         limited extent           some extent               good extent                       great extent

3 5

0  1

3

5

4

8

5

9

before boost                                                                             after boost

Primary users

About 40% of BOOST graduates work on innovative products and services that support 
children and youth, while 20% of the innovations tackle challenges particularly 
faced by women and girls.

children & youth                         people living 
with disabilities &

health issues

  

women  & girls               disaster affected 
communities     

governments 
(ministries, state 

administrations etc.)     

12
38,7 %

6
19,4 %

1
3,2 %

6
19,4 %

1
3,2 %
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IMPACT

Impact objectives

More than 50% of BOOST innovations support access to education, and around 48% support 
access to information. Capacity building, health improvement, and job creation are also among 
the key impact objectives BOOST graduates seek to address.

access to education  

16
51.6%

15
58.4%

access to information  

7
22.6%

health improvement

11
35.5%

capacity building

i

job creation 

6
19.4%

4
12.9%

access to clean 
enviornment

4
12.9%

clean energy

4
12.9%

clean water

access to financial 
services 

4
12.9%

4
12.9%

waste management

2
6.5%

sustainable 
agriculture

3
9.7%

natural resources 
conservation

support for women 
and girls

2
6.5%

1
3.2%

eradicating 
inequalities

1
3.2%

post-disaster 
basic needs

1
3.2%

food security
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IMPACT

Building capabilities

The BOOST graduates found that the acceleration program had strengthened their teams’ 
technical, marketing and network skills, as well as their organizations’ overall capacity in areas 
such as business development, impact measurement and pitching. 
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IMPACT
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IMPACT

75% of BOOST graduates considered the Impact Measurement and Management track 
to be highly effective for their organisations.

Impact Measurement 
& Management 

digital transformation 

business

tech

sensemaking

BOOST Talks

0                          5                           10                          15                         20                        25

15 / 48,4 %

14 / 45,2 %

23 / 74,2 %

18 / 58,1%

12 / 38,7 %

7 / 22,6 %

graph 1
Which program topics did you find the most effective for your organization? 

# of participantstopic

78% and 65% of BOOST graduates respectively considered capacity building (impact, marketing, 
business) and access to networks as the most interesting components of the program.

gaining new skills 
(impact, marketing, business etc.)

access to networks

leadership development
for entrepreneurs

media exposure

 connecting with investors

access to market traction

creating new jobs &
economic growth

6 / 19,4 %

20 / 64,5 %

12 / 38,7 %

5 / 16,1%

23 / 74, 2%

graph 2   
Which themes of the BOOST Acceleration Program was the most interesting to your organisation?

# of participantstopic

10 / 32,3 %

11 / 35,5%

0                          5                           10                          15                         20                        25

BOOST program feedback
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IMPACT 
STORIES
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Young Guru Academy: 
Science Movement  

IMPACT STORIES

“The UNDP BOOST Challenge 
helped us shape our future 
goals and think with a digital 
mindset. We hope to implement 
these learnings by scaling up 
and expanding the Science 
Movement across the world.” 

 Duygu Gençoğlu 
Science Movement 

The Young Guru Academy (YGA) was one of the 19 
participants selected in the Civil Society Technology 
Challenge. YGA initiated a social responsibility project 
called Science Movement, which brings STEM education 
to disadvantaged children in Turkey and Kenya by using 
mobile technologies. 

With the aim to support those who were cut off from 
education due to the pandemic, YGA developed a mobile 
application called Twin. Twin creates an open collaboration 
space for YGA volunteers, teachers, and students. Every 
week, Twin adds new STEM content, experiments, and 
videos. While teachers can interact with educators, share 
best practices from their classrooms, and request help from 
project volunteers or teachers, students can participate 
in science experiments and online sessions about the 
environmental and socio-economic challenges of the 21st 
century.  

In April 2021, supported by BOOST’s Digital Crowdfunding 
Academy, YGA also launched a successful crowdfunding 
campaign, which was able to fund science kits for 
more than 2000 children in Turkey, creating community 
engagement and enabling broader visibility for their work.

A new approach to sparking 
curiosity about  STEM among 
young people.

Bringing opportunities and access 
to STEM education in underserved 
schools.

Working with the Ministry of 
Education and the corporate sector 
to bridge the STEM divide.

digitalization

https://boostimpact.org/closing-the-education-gap-through-crowdfunding/
https://boostimpact.org/closing-the-education-gap-through-crowdfunding/
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DigitalBee: Flourish 
IMPACT STORIES

“We knew from the very beginning 
that Flourish will have a positive impact 
on people's lives. BOOST helped us 
understand that this impact will be much 
bigger and broader. It's a great honor to 
be a startup supported by UNDP and its 
partners.” 

Jasna Pejovic 
DigitalBee

DigitalBee was one of the 15 participants selected 
to participate in the Innovation Challenge Fund. 
Its mobile app Flourish allows you to learn about 
social and emotional intelligence (SEI) affordably 
via interactive, fully personalized games. Created 
in 2020, it addresses a series of challenges – 
from staying competitive in the labor market, 
especially in a time of crisis and the rise of digital 
and AI solutions, to addressing various personal 
and mental health issues. The Flourish mobile 
app is affordable, simple-to-use and personalized. 
It measures a person’s current SEI, proposes a 
development plan, and tracks progress.

COVID-19 has boosted the need for SEI 
development as a result of social distancing 
measures and the impact of isolation. The World 
Economic Forum and UNICEF have identifed a 
direct connection between SEI development and 
employability, career growth and happiness.

Addressing mental health 
issues by supporting people 
to develop their social and 
emotional intelligence. 

Promoting lifelong 
opportunities for improved 
emotional intelligence. 

Increasing full and productive 
employment.
 

Using innovation and 
digitalization to enable the 
development of emotional 
intelligence. 

wellbeing + 
digitalization
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“Anonymous BOOST participant:

Everything was well planned 
and well programmed. We are 
all grateful to be a part of this 
wonderful project. We became 
like a family during this journey 
and we learned a lot from 
you. Thank you very much for 
everything.
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IMPACT STORIES

Airly  

“Participation in the 
BOOST program was a very 
interesting experience for 
our team. The networking 
workshops helped us 
efficiently build lasting 
relationships with business 
partners from all over the 
world.”

Jakub Madej 
Airly

Airly is one of the five winners selected in the 
Polish Innovation Challenge. It aims to set up an 
ultra-local network of sensors in Belarus that can 
provide accurate, real-time data in neighbourhoods 
on air pollution. The data improves communities’ 
understanding of health risks and what measures can 
be taken to improve air quality. Air pollution damages 
every organ in the human body – contributing to heart 
and lung disease, diabetes, dementia, cancer, brittle 
bones and damaged skin. 91% of people worldwide 
breathe polluted air, and according to a study by the 
European Society of Cardiology, mortality risk among 
COVID-19 patients is higher in polluted areas. 

Airly already provides their service in 10,000 locations 
worldwide. Frequent real-time measurements 
pinpoint the sources of air pollution, track how air 
pollution spreads, and alert citizens about potential 
threats. Gathering data is important for creating long-
term plans for air quality improvements. Currently, 
Airly is working with a number of city governments to 
improve the air quality – from Berlin to Krakow. 
For the Polish Challenge Fund, Airly installed 16 
outdoor sensors in Minsk to interpret air quality 
data for the city of Minsk using machine learning 
technologies and analytics.

Frequent real-time measurements 
pinpoint the sources of air pollution, 
track how the pollution spreads, and 
alert citizens about potential threats.
 

Real-time data about air quality allows 
authorities to take immediate action to 
reduce high levels of air pollution – from 
banning the burning of wood and coal 
to putting up traffic diversions.

Gathering data is important for 
creating long-term plans for air 
quality improvement. 

digitalization

https://watermark.silverchair.com/cvaa288.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAtowggLWBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggLHMIICwwIBADCCArwGCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMhhP2RTspLw_TlEJtAgEQgIICjdNEpvWCuXN98VY8dG5UrNYPTxpaUxJBIl9uhr8wTpDbBT88lNtECclxAD5VQ18S7qDQtBL1NqubWiWRsbmDEQQImvDXp0ee1pWV-4DeGMh7HDDGQIdpJA141Ht-U6sLw0oeJFWbCEAbgYvyOZ0iwQA7J9ah748pi34pkgAv1deZiiiL9ja4qU4ZW2IblHGr6hVCH7ry1zBoTtxll6Jfct2Jb2qBYBsXLh8kD6Dfjcb3nPfBXmRiJSNtY4NQS2jOfkJReu9XIQQFKP9NPTisciWB-fsU3yvqK7fc4yRzpvstfEW5GClvw2ynbErhuF0R9bxYBK1O_lf1GPg-ynuuYe64COlSx3X0Kw13KcoqfDZQpd764CF0JxRlscT0GG32RjGIgcBxz6V5g39KQjXP-kFSgzd93qmxm4d6FkRF1tLWlN-c0qCLm94BI60dnYTBbj2TdZvzoYOKM98txCIzMsi2V1Bur4GXqKMoBe-F9OmtDDIcmfMB0oofTbTJblXZpudLAX4BsoMuGHySaohjHZ0hwEK_TC18waEEZTXlDCpexGm9uIRajTgDgStdUTJ6Ec5sW0M_rSxd_1UktZRT-3NdiSiP2bY8AJC-5SdHjNgOFN7dM8aGi-j8sRjxs_4YyBflfdLC6J8abNqqjMMwXGuzbZhxnKAgdmO8iDemP8CtOpo8dlUGGLoaAAL8ckkP-Nmkwqc9o3EOI5RpRtlNxoD4SjYgTwLHigH7sSAh4TGlDfsd97L2WvR-BtiHuYjFbKcg4lkQPL25Qszs57YG1eBfJHiilgd_iJUoHeix94dSqL8tncHXJGrFJgcEJcmgeEuOHMchBsuLsNm_6TXbnBm05AYVYq6Y3TH0PVsV
https://watermark.silverchair.com/cvaa288.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAtowggLWBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggLHMIICwwIBADCCArwGCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMhhP2RTspLw_TlEJtAgEQgIICjdNEpvWCuXN98VY8dG5UrNYPTxpaUxJBIl9uhr8wTpDbBT88lNtECclxAD5VQ18S7qDQtBL1NqubWiWRsbmDEQQImvDXp0ee1pWV-4DeGMh7HDDGQIdpJA141Ht-U6sLw0oeJFWbCEAbgYvyOZ0iwQA7J9ah748pi34pkgAv1deZiiiL9ja4qU4ZW2IblHGr6hVCH7ry1zBoTtxll6Jfct2Jb2qBYBsXLh8kD6Dfjcb3nPfBXmRiJSNtY4NQS2jOfkJReu9XIQQFKP9NPTisciWB-fsU3yvqK7fc4yRzpvstfEW5GClvw2ynbErhuF0R9bxYBK1O_lf1GPg-ynuuYe64COlSx3X0Kw13KcoqfDZQpd764CF0JxRlscT0GG32RjGIgcBxz6V5g39KQjXP-kFSgzd93qmxm4d6FkRF1tLWlN-c0qCLm94BI60dnYTBbj2TdZvzoYOKM98txCIzMsi2V1Bur4GXqKMoBe-F9OmtDDIcmfMB0oofTbTJblXZpudLAX4BsoMuGHySaohjHZ0hwEK_TC18waEEZTXlDCpexGm9uIRajTgDgStdUTJ6Ec5sW0M_rSxd_1UktZRT-3NdiSiP2bY8AJC-5SdHjNgOFN7dM8aGi-j8sRjxs_4YyBflfdLC6J8abNqqjMMwXGuzbZhxnKAgdmO8iDemP8CtOpo8dlUGGLoaAAL8ckkP-Nmkwqc9o3EOI5RpRtlNxoD4SjYgTwLHigH7sSAh4TGlDfsd97L2WvR-BtiHuYjFbKcg4lkQPL25Qszs57YG1eBfJHiilgd_iJUoHeix94dSqL8tncHXJGrFJgcEJcmgeEuOHMchBsuLsNm_6TXbnBm05AYVYq6Y3TH0PVsV
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BOOST 2.0: 
NEXT 
GENERATION
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In evaluating the outcomes of the first three BOOST open calls, participant 
feedback from the 16-week acceleration program, and the impact on 
COVID recovery that the innovations contributed with across the region, 
we aim to translate insights into actionable intelligence. Furthermore, the 
successful launch of BOOST, and our ability – together with our partners – 
to pool resources and tap into our global network of experts, have allowed 
us to move forward with the next round of open calls, and plan for future 
collaborations.

While we adapted the program through iterative learning cycles during 
the first round, we aim to take BOOST to the ‘next level’ by incorporating 
learnings around BOOST’s identity and intent, integrating a portfolio approach 
and systems thinking across the program, and strengthening the program 
curricula as well as our organizational set-up. Here are some key aspects we 
are boosting for the next iteration:

BOOST 2.0:NEXT GENERATION

PORTFOLIO APPROACH
The innovations that came out of the three open calls were impactful in 
themselves, but we did not see them solely as stand-alone solutions to 
the negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, but as interconnected 
parts of a wider longer-term response that touched many other areas 
– from gender equality and education quality to economic growth and 
reduced inequalities. Through the sensemaking workshop, we aimed to 
reveal inherent yet unseen interconnections within the cohort. 
By creating spaces for peer-to-peer exchange, we nurtured relationships 
among the participants to foster collaboration and understanding of 
the system(s) they were collectively transforming. As BOOST sets out 
to tackle other complex development challenges, an even greater 
emphasis will be placed on the selection process to find innovations 
that are complementary, addressing various aspects of a problem, and 
whose cumulative impact can induce systems transformation.
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ECOSYSTEMS STRENGTHENING
A unique feature of BOOST in the world of social innovation 
accelerators is the focus on building and strengthening enabling 
ecosystems. This builds on evidence that many innovations fail if not 
supported once the competitive process is over. In practice, it means 
that BOOST participants were not only supported throughout the 
intense acceleration program, but with partnerships that span beyond 
the program. While 15 innovators were awarded grants to further scale 
their solutions at the completion of the program, all participants were 
exposed to a broad network of actors working within their ecosystems. 
Building strong partnerships and connections with actors that can work 
as enablers and support sustainability (including investor networks and 
local and national governments) is key for future BOOST programs.

TAILORING THE PROGRAM 
The multi-country and multi-sectoral nature of the program brings 
many advantages in terms of pooling resources and tapping into global 
networks and expertise. However, the rich diversity of participants 
calls for bespoke elements and tracks customized for the needs 
of each one. While participants in general praised the meaningful 
interactions that occurred between those working in for-profit and 
non-for-profit organizations, some mentioned the need for a clearer 
division of the program’s curricula. Several participants also considered 
the program to be too labour intensive, particularly at the beginning, 
which coincided with the already busy end-of-year period. An evenly 
distributed workload, a timely communicated schedule, and clear 
expectations for participation are thus other important aspects of 
the next program design.

INTERNAL OPERATING PROCEDURES
 Innovation calls are common practice for UNDP and follow established 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). BOOST introduces another 
dimension to these innovation calls, namely the 16-week acceleration 
program, that builds organizational capacity and the enabling 
ecosystems, before the most promising innovations are selected 
to receive grants. For BOOST, the process is both a means and an 
end in itself. Questions regarding internal procedures in the pilot 
round required thorough deliberations and led to long delays in the 
processing of grants to the awarded organizations. While highly 
unfortunate, clarifying these internal procedures have paved the way 
for future rounds to run smoothly, and enabled BOOST to become 
a platform on which UNDP, in the region and beyond, as well as 
private partners, can run innovation calls and tap into an established 
and ever-evolving acceleration program.

BOOST 2.0:NEXT GENERATION
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PARTNERS
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Development partners 
PARTNERS

The Ministry of Finance of the Slovak Republic 
& Slovak Aid: 

The Ministry of Finance of the Slovak Republic and Slovak Aid 
partner with UNDP through the Slovak Transformation Fund, 
which supports regional initiatives to harness the potential 
of the data revolution, new technologies, financing and 
other innovations for improved governance and sustainable 
development. The Innovation Challenge Fund is funded by 
the Ministry of Finance.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Poland 
& Polish Aid:

In 2020, the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and UNDP 
launched the Polish Challenge Fund (PCF), which supports 
private sector engagement in development cooperation. 
PCF is funded by Polish Aid, Poland's development 
cooperation program.

Koç Holding: 

Koç Holding is Turkey’s leading investment holding 
company focusing on sustainable and profitable growth 
with consistent leadership positions in Turkey as well as
in the region with the aim of becoming an important 
player worldwide. Koç Holding funded the Civil Society 
Technology Challenge in Turkey.
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”Achieving promising results against large-scale issues such 
as the climate crisis and growing inequalities, will only 
happen if the civil society organizations become stronger. 
The pandemic has made it clear that civil society organizations 
are in need of leveraging their digital transformation journeys 
and efforts to improve their agility.”

 Oya Ünlü Kızıl 
Corporate Communications and Foreign Relations Director, Koç Holding

“The idea to support the digital transformation of CSOs was 
the most relevant and timely idea at the outbreak of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. It is essential to maintain the existence 
and continuation of the service and aid delivery of the CSOs 
to recover from the crisis as a community. The BOOST program 
in Turkey has provided a unique program design, with the 
combination of UNDP’s inclusive agenda and KWORKS’s 
expertise in the entrepreneurial ecosystem, which has enabled 
an acceleration in the digital transformation journey for CSOs.”

Ebru Tüzecan Bakkaloğlu
Koç Holding, Sustainability Coordinator
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Startup Grind: 
Startup Grind, the world’s largest community of startups, 
founders, and innovators, educates, inspires, and connects 
entrepreneurs. Startup Grind supported the Digital 
Transformation, Technology and Business tracks for the 
BOOST participants coming from the Civil Society 
Technology Challenge and the Innovation Challenge Fund.

KWORKS: 
The Koç University Entrepreneurship Center (KWORKS) 
serves as a hub for entrepreneurship activity in Istanbul, 
helping innovators and entrepreneurs grow their 
technology-based startups. KWORKS provided one-on-one 
mentorship to the Turkish participants, and supported the 
Digital Transformation, Technology and Business tracks for 
participants in the Civil Society Technology Challenge.  

SDG Impact Accelerator: 
The SDG Impact Accelerator (SDGia) is a global 
accelerator launched by the Turkish Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and UNDP in 2018. BOOST leveraged SDGia’s 
broad network for outreach activities within Turkey. 

ImpactAIM: 
ImpactAIM is an Armenian venture accelerator linked to 
UNDP and designed to drive. the scale-up of local and 
international startups that target the SDGs. ImpactAIM 
delivered sessions within the Impact Measurement and 
Management track, and provided one-on-one mentorship 
sessions with the participants.

Business Call to Action: 
Launched by the United Nations in 2008, Business Call 
to Action (BCtA) aims to accelerate progress towards the 
SDGs by challenging companies to develop inclusive 
business models. For BOOST, BCtA carried out sessions 
for the Impact Measurement and Management track.

Implementing partners 
PARTNERS
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“Programs bringing in multiple stakeholders are actually critical 
for success. People always talk about public-private cooperation, 
and BOOST serves as a perfect case study on how public-private 
cooperation can work well together to achieve great success and 
ultimately have an impact on people’s life.”

Phin Mpofu
Startup Grind

“The program is different from other social impact accelerators. 
First of all, the target group of BOOST was not only social 
entrepreneurs; it was more diverse, covering larger, 
established civil society organizations in Turkey who have 
their internal projects on digital transformation. Second, 
Koç Holding, UNDP, and Koç University brought together 
their network and expertise to the program. These are really 
valuable, especially for countries like Turkey. Not many 
institutions have a clear understanding of social impact 
innovations, and what social entrepreneurs or civil society do.”

Mahmut Ozdemir
KWORKS
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